“Julia Dinsmore is special…. You will be uplifted and blessed by reading what she has written in these pages.”
– Millard Fuller, Founder of Habitat for Humanity and Founder and President of The Fuller Center for Housing in Americus, Georgia

“Julia K. Dinsmore's My Name is Child of God ... Not "Those People" A First-Person Look at Poverty is a triumph of the human spirit over immeasurable odds. Her writing is a symbiosis of soaring poetry and the reality of hard driving prose that reminds the reader that in the United States today there is a war against the poor rather than a war against poverty.

"Her eloquent partnership of merging a theology of hope with the realities of daily survival should remind us all that there is nothing that can separate us from the love of God, a love that must not be held so closely that we forget to share it with others."

"Julia Dinsmore will not allow us to hide behind the statistics of hunger and poverty in our county, protected by those dispassionate numbers. In telling their stories, and her own, Julia brings us face-to-face with people who know poverty all too well...."
– Rev. David Beckman, President, Bread for the World

"Julia Dinsmore's anger, love, pain, and passion for justice ooze out of these gritty pages.... Yet, throughout, her generosity and hope shine through."
– Andrew Kang Bartlett, Associate for National Hunger Concerns, Presbyterian Hunger Program PC (USA)

"Bravo, Julia Dinsmore!.... This woman is one that leaves impression, exhorts to action, encourages that we can 'do it,' and at the same time look to enjoy the journey of the drama life can bring. Watch for her name, as I have no doubt that she is impacting a whole society in a way no person has done before. There's just something about her, a depth in a much deeper dimension. She's contagious in a profound way. I love Julia. The publisher hit a goldmine in this woman."
– Jean Hertler, Cazenovia, WI, from Amazon.com

"This inspiring collection of accessible stories and reflections are sometimes surprisingly touching, sometimes delightfully amusing, but always insightful and spiritually uplifting. You won't be disappointed."
– The Reverend Canon Brian J. Grieves, Director, Peace and Justice Ministries, The Episcopal Church

"Julia Dinsmore movingly describes the hardships, frustrations, and humiliations experienced by the poor. Told in prose, poetry, and song, she articulates with humor and common sense the need for justice and removal of the barriers, hoops, and attitudes encountered by the poor at every turn."
– Jane Hanna, former President of the Witherspoon Society and Hunger Action Enabler Presbyterian Church USA

"... Woven throughout these pages of fascinating stories and first-person anecdotes is the strong and affirming message that God's people bring hope and healing to others, in the name of the healing Christ."
– Dr. Richard Bimler, past President and current Senior Staff Associate, Wheat Ridge Ministries